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It’s About Time -- Executive Functioning & You 
Do you know anyone who struggles with planning, prioritizing, and executing complex tasks? 
The cognitive skills required to do those three things are referred to as Executive Functioning. 
Of the seven Executive Functioning skills, notice what these four have in common: self-
awareness, self-restraint, self-regulation, and self-motivation. 

Don’t miss this! The only way our brain can develop the skills to be productive is if we have the 
ability to be aware of ourselves. Yet, self-awareness is blocked in those who are wired 
differently and/or have been through long-term stress, isolation, or traumatic situations that 
overwhelmed our ability to process. The result? We face challenges with our short-term 
memory, time, emotions, motivation, and awareness of how we feel and what is happening to 
us. 

Here’s hope! I’ve watched people I coach go from struggling to thriving as they learned how to 
process trauma and develop the cognitive skills they need. 

The problem is that many will not come to me because shame makes them believe they are bad 
humans. Shame lies! Others won’t come because they have been taught the false idea that we 
are to forget ourselves. People who forget themselves cannot develop Executive Functioning 
skills. Paul told Timothy to “pay attention to himself” (1 Timothy 4:16). 

Consider these three things: 

1—COGNITIVE STRUGGLES ARE NOT YOUR FAULT. Shame and condemnation are tools 
the defeated enemy is using to turn you against yourself because he is working to steal your 
ability to focus, kill your productivity, and destroy you and all the good and beautiful things God 
wants to bring into the world through you. 

2—WE ARE ALL EQUAL. You are not worth less than other people. God wants you to value 
yourself as you grow to become self-aware, self-restrained, self-regulated, and self-motivated 
because those lead to your flourishing. 

3—GOD DESIGNED THE BRAIN TO LEARN. It doesn’t matter how much you and I have 
struggled in our past. God designed our brains to grow. Just as Jesus grew in wisdom (Luke 
2:52), we can also grow in wisdom as we develop the cognitive skills of Executive Functioning. 

 


